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Everything from new business models to rapid adoption of technology to regulations are
pushing cybersecurity teams to find new, faster ways to shield their business and ensure
privacy while accelerating growth. Infusing security everywhere business is done can
enable growth while protecting against emerging and accelerating threats. Mary O'Brien
will share client stories where IBM brought together the right people, process, and
technology to accelerate business securely.
Innovation at IBM: Run Analytics on Encrypted Data and Cloud
(7 mins)
Today, businesses have to weigh the benefits and risks between going faster and staying
safe. Imagine if you could do both for your data: run real-time advanced analytics on
encrypted data. That is the promise of homomorphic encryption, and the ability to stay
safe while going fast unlocks incredible opportunities in many industries, regardless of
which cloud the data resides in. This Person will share how IBM is leading the charge in
this exciting space and share a glimpse into the future of this technology.

CISO Dialogue: Protect and Enable your Remote Workforce
(15 mins)
Whether it's a document sent over collaboration tools or a game of conference call bingo
unfolding on a VC, telecommuting infrastructure has permeated our working lives. The
workplace and classroom have both transformed overnight from cubicles and desks to
couches and kitchens. Join IBM experts as they discuss best practices for enabling and
empowering remote user productivity without compromising security.
Modernize Security with an Open Platform
(15 mins)
Security leaders get a first-hand look at not just the security challenges the journey to
cloud imposes, but the tremendous advantages the cloud offers flexibility, automation,
and collective insights. Justin Youngblood, Vice President, IBM Security will discuss how
the journey to hybrid multicloud is unlocking innovation and uniting defenses. In an
increasingly hybrid, multicloud environment, gaining visibility and insights from security
data spread across different tools, within multiple clouds, and on-premises is becoming
unmanageable. Security teams, already struggling with a skills gap, are often forced to
undertake costly migration projects, build complex integrations, and continuously
switch between different screens and products, causing threats and risks to be missed,
and it’s time for a new approach.
Terminal Game
A cybersecurity game experience. Malicious hackers have targeted a large international
airport. Your job is to protect the airport and prevent the attackers from disrupting
operations.

Justin Youngblood
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Are you ready for a Breach?
(10 mins)
Are You Ready for Breach? Hear from our X-Force IRIS experts on how to prepare,
rehearse and respond to a security incident.
Building an Integrated Approach to Security Operations
(10 mins)
The industry is not satisfied with the threat management status quo. Security operations
and threat management services can often struggle to deliver high value insights and
consistent incident response. Join this session to understand IBM's new approach to
threat management, including:
- the use of AI to reduce the number of false positive alerts by 70%+
- Automated Orchestration and automating incident response processes to auto-enrich
events and provide transparency
Zero Trust Security: A Roadmap to Smarter Security
(10 mins)
Today's hybrid, multi-cloud reality presents cloud infrastructure and endpoint security
challenges. The cloud infrastructure evolution has impacted the way we think about
trust. Zero Trust, a new way to think about security, also means "Highly Granular and
Distributed Trust". There's now no excuse not to enable micro-segmentation for any
company or infrastructure when Zero Trust is at work.
Protect Your Growing Remote Workforce and Securely Engage with Your Clients at
a Distance
(19 mins)
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The recent health crisis accelerated the trend in remote work, which had already grown
91% in the last decade. As the number of employees working remotely grows, however,
so can your risk. Every organization needs to keep their employees safe and productive -no matter where they're working from. Learn how IBM has helped organizations deploy
tools that modernize your identity program and allow you to address the security risks of
a growing remote workforce.
Manage Accelerating Threats to Your OT and IoT Investments
(16 mins)

Spencer Ingram
Global Vice
President, Managed
As organizations have transformed how business is done, our digital and physical world Security Services
rapidly became more connected. Systems once far removed from the benefits of the
IBM Security
internet are now part of a widening mesh of smarter, interconnected devices and
Services
systems. From power plant interruptions to endangering workers' lives, attacks on
operational technologies (OT) and the Internet of Things (IoT) need to be mitigated and
controlled. Learn how the IBM X-Force team and threat management framework is
trusted by clients globally to help protect their connected environments.
Summary and Next Steps
(5 mins)
A recap of sessions and recommendations on how organizations can rethink their
security posture using modern approach, smarter processes, and advanced technology
solutions.
Experience Zone
A first-hand experience of IBM Security Solutions along with demos of products such as
IBM Cloud Pak, for Security, IBM QRadar, IBM MaaS360, IBM Guardium, and more.
Also, an opportunity to interact exclusively with experts on all things security.
- 1-1 Consultations
- On-Demand Demos
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